
Colour Ranges, Bases, and  
Options for Customisation

THE MINI DESK GLOBE



The 22cm Mini Desk Globe is the perfect size 
for a desk, table or shelf. It features an innovative 
roller bearing mechanism permitting 360 degree 
rotation in all directions.

Our cartography is always up to date as each and 
every globe is made bespoke to order. We offer 
bespoke cartography and options of added hand 
drawn and hand painted illustrations, bespoke 
cartouches, travel routes or anything else you 
dream up.

This style of globe is also available in 36cm, 50cm, 
65cm, 80cm and 127cm diameter.



Prussian Blue



Cobalt Blue



Cool Blue



Glacial Blue



Marine Blue



Regency Blue



Turquoise



Mint Green



Bubinga Albion Base
Aquamarine



Mint Cassini



Blue Cassini



Sea Green



Reed Green



Gagarin



Prussian Gagarin



Parchment



Ochre



Olive



Terracotta



Charcoal



Champagne



Celestial



10 cartography edits are included in the 
commission of a 22cm globe. Cartography edits 
are text-based edits and can include anything 
from adding a special town or place that might not 
otherwise be on the map to highlighting special 
places in a colour so they stand out. All major 
cities and capitals are incuded. 

Examples of requests include adding holiday 
destinations, university names, suburbs, or 
neighbourhoods. For example, New York City is 
on the map, but Brooklyn is not, unless requested. 
We can highlight the label or placemarker 
in a different colour (we suggest a claret for 
good visibility, shown in photo) or change the 
placemarkers to a different style such as a heart.

Personalisation
Text Edits



We offer bespoke illustrations which are 
handdrawn and hand painted. Other popular 
requests include travel routes and handwritten 
calligraphy, which are quoted on top of the price 
of the globe. The decision to add further detail 
to your commission can be made after you place 
your order. We provide digital mock-ups for 
approval on placement, sizing and style before 
your globe is made.

Personalisation
Illustrations



Current political information corresponding to the time 
your globe was made is optional on each globe.

Unless requested to not be included - your globe has a 
World Leaders List with current heads of state. Please 
request for this information to be included or taken off.

You can also request to replace the list with wording of 
your own; a poem, quote or your favourite world facts. 
Please send through any alternative text exactly as you 
would like it to appear on the globe.

Current Political Information

Prussian with Albion Base in London Plane



Standard Bases

Prussian Gagarin with Standard  
Base in Walnut

Prussian Blue with Standard  
Base in Coppa

Celestial with Standard Base in Luminom
(Solid Polished Aluminium)

(Hand-Cast Solid Copper)



Available with metal feet 
or invisible rubber feet

Albion Bases

Glacial Blue with Albion in AluminiumCharcoal with Albion in London Plane

Mint Cassini with Albion in OakChampagne with Albion in BrassGagarin with Albion in Walnut



Metal Base Options

Reed Green with Standard Base 
in Polished Aluminium

Aquamarine with Albion Base 
in Brushed Aluminium

Prussian Blue with Albion 
Base in Polished Brass

Olive with Albion Base  
in Brushed Brass

Our metal bases are now 
available in two finishes: 
brushed or polished



Limited Edition Bases

Mint Green with Albion in Bubinga Sea Green with Albion in Lemon Wood Glacial Blue with Albion in Bog Oak

Charcoal with Albion in Purple Heart Cool Blue with Albion in Wenge Prussian Blue with Wilkinson BaseCelestial with Albion in Zebrano

Available with metal feet or invisible rubber feet



60 characters standard with all mini desk globes
Base Engraving

Included with your commission is an engraving. 
The base holds up to around 60 characters on a 
circular disc in the base. You see it when you lift 
the globe from its base and it’s perfect for names, 
dates or a short quote.

The wording will be centred on the disc and 
spaced to fit - please provide your engraving 
exactly as you’d like it - with or without quotation 
marks - including the punctuation as you’d like it.



36cm and 22cm globes, both in Prussian Blue



sales@bellerbyandco.com
www.bellerbyandco.com


